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Background and Mathematical Model
Usutu virus is an emerging zoonotic flavivirus causing high avian mortality rates and occasional severe neurological disorders in humans. Several virus strains are co-circulating
and the differences in their characteristics and avian pathogenesis levels are still unknown. An avian model for USUV is essential to understanding zoonotic transmission. We
describe a mathematical model of USUV infection in an avian host to the right. We assume that target cells (T) get infected at rate β and exposed cells (E) become
productively infected at rate k. Productively infected cells (I) produce virus at rate p and die at rate 𝛿, and virus (V) is cleared at rate c. We fit V from this model to data from
two experiments: the first involving juvenile chicken in cohorts of both high (HAS) and low (LAS) antibody counts, and the second involving juvenile chickens in four cohorts
each infected with a different strain of Usutu virus (European strains: HU10297-09 and TM Netherlands; African strains: SAAR1776 and UG09615).

Data Fitting

The mathematical model is fit to experimental virus data using the stochastic
approximation expectation-maximization (SAEM) algorithm implemented in Monolix
2019r2. In the high and low antibody study parameters we estimate log normal
parameter distributions for β , 𝛿., and c, while keeping p and k fixed. For the strain
specific study we estimate log normal distributions of parameters p and 𝛿, while β
and k are fixed to strain specific estimates, and c is fixed across all strains.

Chickens infected with European Usutu strains have higher virus production rates,
but also have higher infected cell death rates

HAS chickens have lower viremia, faster virus clearance and do not deplete target
cell compared to LAS chickens

Figure 3. Target cell, exposed cell, infected cell, and virus population given by fitting V to
HU10279-09 (A) , SAAR1776 (B), TM Netherlands (C), and UG09615 (D) strain specific data.

Additional Results

• Morbidity and mortality were observed in the LAS, but not HAS chickens
• LAS chickens had significantly higher viremia, viral titers in organs, viral shedding in oral
secretions, and significantly lower development of neutralizing antibody responses
compared to HAS chickens.
• The eclipse phase varies between 16 hours and 23 hours amongst four virus strains
• The infected cell lifespan varies between 48 minutes and 9.5 hours
• The basic reproductive number R0 varying between 12.05 and 19.49.
Figure 1. (Top) Virus curve for model fit
to individual virus data from LAS cohort.
(Bottom) Estimated parameter
distribution for the LAS cohort based on
data fitting.

Correlations amongst model parameters, timing of variable peaks, area under the
curve and R0 within strain specific cohorts

Conclusions

• Viral clearance rate is a stronger mitigating factor for USUV viremia than neutralizing
antibody response in this avian model
• High replication rates in the European strains may lead to increased mosquitoes infections
and spillover rates in humans, as shown previously in West Nile Infections
• Hypothesize that immune priming and competent immune responses may be responsible
for virus control in European strains
• Additional information is needed to determine whether the increased immune responses
lower spillover probabilities
Figure 2. (Top) Virus curve for model fit
to individual virus data from HAS
cohort. (Bottom) Estimated parameter
distribution for the HAS cohort based
on data fitting.
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